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ABSTRACT
The 3.9G and 4G are the promising high-speed wireless technologies. With
more companies from different industries, a new business environment will arise in
years to come. The complex nature of interaction with other industries necessitates the
wireless communication industry to seek quality methods and management it has
never or hardly utilized, which means more effort for the quality improvement
engineers.
It is said that the high-speed wireless technology, specifically 4G, would have
faster data communication speeds than optimal cables. This excellent specification will
enable various industries to utilize this technology in their products or services. In such
business environment transition, the Japanese wireless communication industry would
face a difficulty of managing quality practices. However, the industry would also be
able to have business chances to expand their operation into other fields by
introducing quality practices.
The Japanese automotive industry, on the other hand, is well-known for their
quality management. By analyzing its quality practices, the problems that the wireless
communication industry has to pursue for improvement of quality practices would
come to light. For my analysis, quality of practices was compared to seek similarities
and differences between the Japanese wireless communication and automotive
industries. Based on this, analysis will thrash out future solutions to practices the
wireless communication industry should implement.
Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Qi D. Van Eikema Hommes
Title: Research Associate, Engineering System Division, School of Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
Wireless technology has an important role in the world's society. After
entering an age of the 3G mobile network, the Third Generation of the Cellular
Wireless Standard, mobile phones have become more popular in Japan. Today, a
Japanese wireless communication company has begun a new service of the LTE
mobile phone - theoretically 10 times faster data speeds than the 3G technology'. In
addition, Long Term Evolution (LTE) has a key role to smoothly shift to 4G in the near
future (LTE release 8 is called 3.9G, and International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) admitted to call 3.9G as 4G, but LTE release 10, referred to as LTE-Advanced, is
the true 4G)2. Some parts of the LTE technology will be inherited by the 4G
technology. Various corporations also expect the LTE and 4G to be promising
technologies to produce new products and services. Meanwhile, despite the fact that
popularity of the smart phone revitalized the wireless communication industry, rapid
increase in the smart phone subscription makes it difficult for Japanese wireless
companies to keep the quality of wireless communication. This is mainly because
data traffic sent by smart phones is far more than traditional mobile phones.
Expansion of high-quality of the service, therefore, is a quick, challenging issue for
the companies. In this situation, they have taken measures to recover the network
failure; nonetheless, it appears that the companies cannot keep the quality level as
good as they did before introduction of the smart phone. Their countermeasures
have not worked well to catch up with this popularity. According to Nikkei
newspaper in March 20123, NTT DOCOMO and KDDI reported improvement plans for
the recurrence problem to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications,
Japan, due to a string of wireless communication failures resulting from congestions.
These congestions were attributed to lax quality management such as incomplete or
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frequently-changing requirements, lack of resources and planning, and unrealistic
time frames. This is why they prioritized profit from smart phones rather than
strengthening infrastructure4 . In On the other hand, the 4G is more promising after
the 3.9G: this high-speed wireless technology will stretch business possibilities to
various industries in years to come. Hence, the wireless communication industry has
to not only seek how to improve quality for wireless communication, but also find
necessary practices when it makes cross-industry alliance of cooperation for
products and services with the high-speed wireless technology.
With regard to the same, there may be many approaches that the Japanese
wireless communication industry learns from the automotive industry which has a
solid reputation from all over the world in terms of quality and production
management systems. My previous professional background has been in production
management, managing supply chain, just-in-time and production planning in the
Japanese automotive industry. With my experience and knowledge, it is appropriate
to compare both industries, making observations on what quality methods and
management wireless communication companies can incorporate into their
operations. This research, thus, aims at investigating what types of quality practices
are predominately employed and how global standards help improve quality in both
industries. Through investigating these different practices, the thesis will seek
necessary approaches that the Japanese wireless communication industry must
tackle in the ages of LTE and 4G.
1.2 Research Objective and Motivation
In my new position as Network Performance Improvement Engineer, in the
wireless communication industry in Japan, I will have to face challenges to improve
quality of a wireless communication service related with LTE and 4G technologies.
This duty will also require me to acquire broad knowledge of quality methods and
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management that the wireless communication industry utilizes. In connection to the
same, I also want to find hidden quality problems which the industry will face when
the LTE and 4G technologies are loaded in other industrial products or services; thus,
my research will contribute to my company to keep a competitive edge in the ages of
LTE and 4G, in addition to opening up possibilities for further research in the area of
quality management best practices adoption across industries. Through this thesis
research, I expect that results will allow me to not only learn necessary knowledge to
assume my position in the wireless communication company, but also acquire
foresight and come up with good strategies for improvement of wireless
communication service quality with potential for further research. To obtain ideal
results, my primary research objectives are as follows:
1. Understanding what is the definition of quality in the wireless network
communication industry.
2. What are the similarities and differences of quality definition, method and
management between the Japanese wireless communication network and the
Japanese automotive industry?
3. What are the quality challenges that will be faced by the wireless
communication industry when 3.9G and 4G technologies are universally utilized
in various industries?
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 provides information on the research objective and motivation,
problem statement. Chapter 2 will provide the current situation of the Japanese
economy and telecommunication industry and show secure communication
infrastructure after the Great East Japan Earthquake. Chapter 3 and chapter 4 will
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discuss overviews on quality management and methods the Japanese wireless
communication industry and the Japanese automotive industry have applied to
respectively. Chapter 5 will discuss similarities and differences of quality
management and methods between the Japanese telecommunication industry and
automobile industry. Based on the results of my research conducted in chapter 5,
chapter 6 covers the conclusions and recommendations.
This will be followed up by bibliography.
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Chapter 2: Current Economic Scenario and Condition of the Wireless
Communication Industry in Japan
2.1 Current Economic Scenario of Japan
Before getting into the discussion of quality of the Japanese wireless
communication industry, it is worthwhile to understand the current economic
environment of Japan. Japan is already an aging country: a large number of baby
boomers, born in between 1947 to 19495, are approaching the age of 65. The recent
low birth rate affects population decline, e.g., the birth rate in 2010 is 1.39. As you
can see in Figure 1, Japanese population hits the highest record, 128 billion, in 2010,
but begins to decline gradually due to the low birth rate. According to National
Institute of Population and Social Security Research, the aging and low birth rate
would cause Japanese population to drop to less 1 million in 2050. The phenomenon
will bring about many challenges to Japan in terms of economic and business
activities as well as healthcare and pension systems. Therefore, the Japanese
industry must overcome these economic problems.
As Japan is one of the most advanced countries in terms of utilization of the
wireless communication technology, the Japanese wireless communication industry
will be able to contribute to revitalizing the Japanese economy by inventing
attractive products and services with the high-speed wireless technology in
cooperation with other Japanese industries.
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Figurel: A Time Series of Population and Estimation (Source: National Institute of
Population and Social Security Research)
2.2 Current Condition of the Japanese Telecommunication Industry
This section provides an overview to the Japanese telecommunciation
industry.
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Figure2: The Growth Rate of Real GDP (Source: Accounts Main Aggregates Database,
UN)
Figure 2 indicates that the information and communication technology (ICT) industry
plays a leading role in the Japanese economy. It is no doubt because the ICT industry
has obtained positive real GDPs since 1999 except for 2009. However, the
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bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 affected the world economy,including the
Japanese economy, bringing down a severe ression in 2009 when the real GDP dived
to -6.3%. As a result, the ICT industry also became negative.
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Figure3: The 2009 Nominal GDP by Industry (Source: Information & Communications
Statistics Database in 2009, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications)
In terms of the nominal GDP (see Figure 3), the ICT industry accounts for 12.6% in
2009, which was the highest value in all industries, while the transportation
equipment industry is 4.9%. The contribution of the ICT industry to the Japanese
economy is likely due to the exponential growth of mobile phone subscription and
popularity of a smart phone. The number of this subscription has been raising since
1993. In 1993, NTT DOCOMO put the first digtal mobile phone, on the Japanese
market. This mobile phone was based on the 2G technology. Before a 2G mobile
phone service, analog mobile phones were on the Japanese market. Digitalization
made it possible to improve sound/speech quality and expand the mobile phone
market, attracting many Japanese to buying and using mobile phones. In 2011, the
number of mobile phone usage subscription exceeded the Japanese population,
arriving at about 128 million. As you can see from Figure 4, the annual increase in the
number of the mobile phone subscrition continues from 1989 to 2011.
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Figure4: The Number of a Mobile Phone Subscription (Source:
http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_content/000143922.xis)
2.3 Japanese Telecommunication Companies
This section discusses Japanese wireless communication companies that run
the mobile phone business in the Japanese market. Since the beginning of a mobile
phone service, NTT DOCOMO has had a large market share in Japan. However, its
share is now being eroded by KDDI and SoftBank who succeeded in bringing Apple
iPhone into the Japanese market. With MNP, (Mobile Number Portability), which
was introduced in 2006, popularity of iPhone has driven traditional mobile phone
users to switch the subscribing company from NTT DOCOMO to KDDI or SoftBank. As
shown in Figure 5 and Table 1, NTT DOCOMO lost its market share, and it reduced to
47.5% in 2011.
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Cellphone Share in 2006 Cellphone Share in 2011
* NTT DoCoMo U NTT DoCoMo
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* TU-KA w TU-KA
* Soft Bank a Soft Bank
* E-mobile a E-mobile
2006 2011
The Number of The Number of Share
Subscription Share Subscription Share
NTT DoCoMo 52.213,800 55.0% 59,624.400 47.5%
au 25.798100 27.2% 34,297,800 27.3%
TU-KA 1,427 500 1.5% 0 0.0%
Soft Bank 15.496.500 16.3% 27.835.300 22.2%
EMOBILE* 0 0.0% 3,800,000 3.0%
Total 94,935,900 100.0% 125,557.500 100.0%
X-The number of Subscription in 2011 is excerpt from http://www.eaccess.net/public/em/subscriber.html
Figure5: Cellphone Share in 2006 and 2011 (Source: Telecommunications Carriers
Association)
Below is the brief description of major Japanese wireless communication companies.
1. NTT DOCOMO, INC.: It was spun off from NTT (Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone) in 1991. It is a leading telecommunication company in Japan and
kept over 50 percent of the market share from 1997 to 2008. Currently, it has
provided FOMA, the 3G and 3.5G services with W-CDMA/HSPA, since 2001, and
Xi, the 3.9G service with LTE since 2010.
2. KDDI Corporation: It was established in 2000 through the merger of DDI Corp.,
KDD Corp., and IDO Corp. Now, it has the second largest mobile phone share.
"au" is a service brand name for its mobile phone business.
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3. SoftBank Mobile Corp.: It is a member of a SoftBank group and the third largest
mobile phone company. "SoftBank" is known as a mobile phone brand name. In
2006, the British mobile phone group Vodafone sold its holding of Vodafone
Japan (Vodafone K.K.) to SoftBank.
4. eAccess Ltd.: It was established in 1999 and provides a mobile phone service,
called EMOBILE, and ADSL services to other ISPs. It entered the Japanese mobile
phone market in 2005.
2.4 The History of Wireless Technology
This section discusses on the history of the wireless technology for a mobile
phone. There has been four generations of wireless standards for mobile phones: 1G,
2G, 3G and 4G in order. In this thesis, 1G, 2G and 3G are defined as the traditional
wireless Cellular technology, and LTE (3.9G) and 4G are defined as the high-speed
wireless Cellular technology.
2.4.1 Traditional Wireless Cellular Technology
The first generation of wireless cellular technology is referred to as 1G,
which is based on the analog method. A IG automobile phone was first introduced
to the Japanese market in 1979 as a mobile communication tool. 2G, the second
generation of wireless cellular technology, is a digital technology. In March 1993,
NTT DOCOMO began a commercial service of the 2G mobile phone, called "mova"
based on PDC developed by NTT DOCOMO. "mova" was only adopted in Japan as
one of wireless interfaces of 2G. Therefore, PDC mobile phones cannot be used in
the other countries. The third generation of wireless cellular technology is 3G,
conforming to IMT-2000, the communication standard that was set by ITU. IMT-2000
offered five wireless interfaces, among which W-CDMA and CDMA-2000 were
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employed by Japanese wireless communication companies. In May 2001, NTT
DOCOMO became the world's first company which released the commercial service
of 3G mobile phones known as "FOMA."
2.4.2 The High-Speed Wireless Cellular Technology
LTE (3.9G), Long Term Evolution, was advocated as "Super 3G" by NTT
DOCOMO. It was developed to use the same frequency band as the 3G. It is used as a
bridge to shift the 3G to the 4G. In December 2010, NTT DOCOMO began the LTE
mobile phone service known as "Xi" (pronounced as "crossy") which is based on LTE
Release 8 of 3GPP. Other companies also have plans to release LTE mobile phone
services between 2012 and 2013. In January 2012, ITU admitted specification of
IMT-Advanced (4G). This technology will enable the mobile phone network to
dramatically improve traffic speeds and efficiency. Mr. Frangois Rancy, a Director of
ITU's Radiocommunication Bureau, said "IMT-Advanced would be like putting a fiber
optic broadband connection on your mobile phone, making your phone at least 100
times faster than today's 3G smart phones.6 "
2.5 Traffic Condition on the Wireless Communication Network
It is necessary to study the Japanese wireless network traffic condition
because of the increase in the large number of the smart phones and the challenges
Japanese wireless communication companies face with network congestion. The
subscription ratio of a smart phone to other mobile phones is 56:44 in 2011 (see
Figure 7), clearly indicating the popularity of smart phones. By 2015 the number of
the smart phone is predicted to have three fourth of the market share. Actually, the
data traffic in the wireless communication network swelled nearly 150% within just
15 months from June 2010 to September 2011. Wireless traffic failures therefore
occurred several times in 2011. The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications
called for the submission of countermeasures to prevent reoccurrence on NTT
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DOCOMO and KDDI. In order to prevent the traffic problems, they strengthened
their wireless network systems especially in large cities by setting up base stations. In
addition, because the LTE technology has higher capacity to send a lot of data than
the 3G and 3.5G technologies, there is an intention to promote LTE services to 3G
and 3.5 G mobile phone users. Now, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications, Japan, expects that mobile traffic in 2017 would be 220 times
more than that in 2007 due to sparkling popularity of the smart phone. The
telecommunication service providers need to seek the best solution for the network
congestion as soon as possible.
Figure6: Data Traffic (Source:
http://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/field/data/gt010601.xls)
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Figure7: The Number of Cellphone Shipment (Source: The Market Size Change and
Prediction in the Smart Phone, MM Research Institute, Ltd. July 2011)
2.6 Size of the Telecommunication Industry
As for mobile broadband proliferation rates in different countries, the
highest is Korea, 91%, followed by Japan, 87.8% (see Figure 8). The United States is
just 54%, lagging far behind Korea and Japan. On the other hand, the number of
mobile broadband users in these countries shows different data with the mobile
broadband proliferation rates. The United States has 310 million people in 20107.
When the number of the mobile broadband user is estimated from the proliferation
rate and country's population, 164 million peoples could use broadband mobile
phones in the United States. The estimated numbers of mobile broadband users in
Korea (population: 50 million8) and Japan (population: see Figure 1) are 46 million
and 112 million peoples respectively in 2010. It can be said in this statistics that
Japan has the second largest population to utilize the mobile phone with the
high-speed wireless network. The wireless communication industry in Japan is a
major market in the world.
Active Mobile-broadband
subscriptions per 100 inhabitants
0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%
Korea Rep. 91.C%
Japan 87.8%
Sweden 84.0%
Australia 82.7%
Finland 78.1%
Hong Kong 7 .5%
Portugal 72. %
Luxembourg 72. %
Singapore 69.7%
Austria - 67.4%
United States 5 .0%
Figure 8: Active Mobile-broadband Subscriptions per 100 Inhabitants (Source: The
world in 2011 ICT FACTS AND FIGURES, ITU)
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2.7 Global Standard
Along with the economic and technological progress, it is inevitable for a
country to interfere other countries' activities. To avoid making mutually-constrained
technology, all countries should be involved in a standard-discussion to establish
new global standards. Standardization influences production quality because the
existence of two or more standards for similar technologies cause costumer
confusion over which product customers should buy or can use. Standardization can
be simply divided to the global standard, regional standard, and national standard9 .
The global standard is that the technology or regulation is commonly used all over
the world. ITU recommends global standards for ICTs. The regional standard is
discussed in a certain region according to geological, economical, or political factors.
The national standard is determined within a country. For example, the traffic
regulation is effective only in Japan, and it does not affect neighbor countries.
Standardization is, on the other hand, categorized into two types: a de facto
standard and a de jure standard.
The de facto standard is established from a result of the competition
between companies to determine a new standard. The market strategy depends
fairly on the success of making own technology being the de facto standard. For
example, VHS vs. Betamax is a famous format war. The de jure standard is concluded
in forums and meetings led by the governmental institutions or industrial
institutions9 . Governments and study groups from the world gather to discuss to
determine new standards. For example, as ISO/TS 16949, the quality management
system for automobile was prepared by the International Automotive Task Force
(IATF) and the "Technical Committee" of ISO. The objective of ISO/TS 16949 is to
improve the quality system to satisfy customer requirements. The wireless
20
communication standard is also de jure, which is determined in ITU that has an
important role to facilitate wireless infrastructure and regulations.
2.7.1 History of the Wireless Technology and Establishment of Global Standards
LTE which will be used in almost all country on contrary to previous
standards (e.g., 3G had five radio interfaces in 1999). It means that they will use one
standard to use mobile phones. This section will show how to develop global
standards for the wireless communication.
In 1865, the International Telegraph Union was established, and Japan
joined it in 1879. In 1886, Guglielmo Marconi, who won a Novel laureate for Physics
in 1902, first publicly demonstrated his wireless device at the building of General
Post Office (current BT Group plc) in the British. After his R&D efforts and public
demonstrations, he came to attract international attentions. In September1889, the
American Cup, the International Yacht Race, held in New York was reported live with
his radio devices by Marconi. It is not until December 1901 that he could succeed in
his great experiment that signals were transmitted at his station in Cornwall, England
and received them at St. John's, Newfoundland in Canada through the Atlantic
Ocean. In addition to Marconi's success, Alexander Stepanovich Popov, a Russian
physicist and the first person to demonstrate the practical application of
electromagnetic radio waves, contributed to the rapid increase in utilization of the
radio devise in ships on voyage.
In 1906 in Berlin, the first International Radiotelegraphic Conference was
held by 29 countries including Japan, to sign International Radiotelegraph
Convention concluding the principle of compulsory intercommunication between
vessels at sea and the land as well as the first regulations governing wireless
telegraphy. Then, the SOS distress signal also became the world standard there. The
1912 Titanic accident was the first example of using the SOS distress signal. In 1932,
the International Telegraph Union and the International Radiotelegraphic
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Conference were united into a single entity, International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). On 15 November 1947, an agreement between ITU and the newly created
United Nations was approved by the UN General Assembly and became applicable,
on a provisional basis, from that date. The agreement recognizing the International
Telecommunication Union as a UN specialized agency formally entered into force on
1 January 1949.
2.7.2 Major Roles of ITU
Global standards related to wireless and multimedia technologies have been
developed and produced by many countries and study groups that have participated
in ITU meetings. The wireless communication network is borderless: wireless signals
can crisscross over the land and ocean. Without global standards and regulations,
each country might have made its own regulation and developed different ICT
devises. Unless the wireless technology was compatible among countries, it would
have induced the communication turmoil on the interconnected communication
network. Today, the wireless communication is utilized worldwide. In order to cope
with the change of the wireless communication environment, ITU has to propose
new standards for wireless communication, allocate radio frequency and facilitate
development of wireless communication technologies.
In 2G, standardization was technology-oriented. Japanese wireless
communication companies developed specification of the wireless technology by
themselves. In Japan, PDC, PHS was introduced. On the other hand, TDMA/CDMA in
the United States and GSM in Europe were determined. Eventually, several
standards for the mobile phone technology are created. Therefore, the 2G mobile
phone made in Japan did not work if brought to the United States and Europe. When
shifting 2G to 3G, the wireless technology was developed with more of a global
perspective. 3G standardization is market-oriented: the wireless communication
industry considered that the 3G wireless network system should target entire world
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market. ITU defined 3G as IMT-2000 whose visions were realization of global
roaming, multimedia communication, and personalization. LTE inherits these visions
from 3G. While the wireless technology is constructed under ITU's recommendation,
it can be customized to meet user demands according to regions or countries. Finally,
the wireless network technology has been expanding to other industries. Therefore,
in order to improve product quality, it would be necessary for the wireless standard
organizations to deepen relationships with their counterparts in other industries.
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Chapter 3: Quality Methods in the Japanese Wireless Communication
Industry
This chapter aims to discuss quality methods and management used for
products in the Japanese wireless communication industry. The products refer to the
wireless communication network system and wireless mobile device like mobile
phones. The wireless system includes intangible products such as data speeds,
service areas, and software. In the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization's working book "Product quality: A guide for small and medium-sized
enterprises", product quality is defined as "if a product fulfills the customer's
expectations, the customer will be pleased and consider that the product is of
acceptable or even high quality.10" It also states that "a specification is the minimum
requirement according to which a producer or service provider makes and delivers
the product and service to the customer" and that, in setting specification limits, the
producer and service provider should take into consideration (1) the customer needs,
(2) product safety requirements, (3) national and global standard requirements, and
(4) the competitor's product specifications0 . To identify the definition of quality,
what the wireless communication industry manages for these specifications will be
analyzed.
3.1 Definition of Quality
This section discusses on what is the definition of quality in the Japanese
wireless communication industry. The four specifications will be analyzed to find the
definition of the product quality.
(1) Customer Needs
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For Japanese wireless communication companies, quality is an attribute that
enables mobile phone users to comfortably make a call and access the Internet. In
the 2011 survey for mobile phone customer satisfaction conducted by D.J. Power
Asia Pacific", 28% of respondents suggest communication quality and service area
coverage are the most important factors, followed by miscellaneous services (25%)
which are provided by mobile phone companies, service expenses (18%),
specification and design of mobile phones (14%), and the others. Companies' priority
is to improve sound/speech quality and data speeds and expand service area
coverage. Because clear sound/speech, data speeds and accessibility (service area
coverage) are affected by a condition of the wireless communication network, the
companies need to strengthen development of the wireless communication network
system.
(2) Product Safety
Producers and service providers have an obligation to prevent consumers or
users from product accidents "where danger to the lives or bodies of general consumers has
occurred or in which consumer products are lost or damaged that are deemed likely to cause
danger to lives or bodies of general consumer.'2" In the Japanese wireless communication
industry, the communication network and mobile phone are of little concern as they
do not directly threaten human life. A life-threatening accident would occur if driver
carelessly takes the wheel while talking on a mobile phone. However, the mobile
phone does not induce the accident by itself. A health concern some people have is
whether radio wave exposure would affect human body. In a research conducted by
wireless communication companies' 2, there is no evidence that the use of mobile
phone causes health problems to humans.
(3) National and Global Standards
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The wireless communication operators need to comply with requirements
of national and global standards. As for Japanese domestic standards, Japan
Industrial Standard (JIS) is specified by Japan Industrial Standard Committee (JISC).
The industrial standardization has a function of setting up adequate quality to
products, which should be beneficial to users as well as customer and social needs,
but not to corporate needs . For example, JIS Z 8514 and JIS S 0011 define an array
of numerical keyboard on mobile phones. Everyone can press numerical keyboard on
any mobile phones in the same way.
Furthermore, an array of numerical key board is also standardized in ISO.
Japanese wireless communication companies provide their customers mobile
phones that meet requirements of ISO. Although the mobile phones are produced
for domestic use, people from other countries can press number keys on the mobile
phone in the same way. The wireless cellular technology is also standardized as a
global standard to make wireless communication more useful. For instance, the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has developed LTE since 2004. In 3GPP, NTT
DOCOMO has had a leadership in the meetings, proposing concepts and
technologies for LTE to realize the high-speed wireless network. It contributes to
standardization of the wireless cellular technology
In terms of global standard for quality management system, the QuEST
Forum developed TL9000 for the telecommunication industry based on ISO 9000.
Currently, no Japanese wireless communication companies obtain TL9000.
(4) Competitors' Product Specification
Product quality superior to competitors' one is necessary in the competitive
markets. A company makes strategies to attract customers by improving its products.
The market strategies should not narrow down; the companies should "define
quality from customer's point of view 5." When a company competes with its
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competitors, it differentiates products from those of the competitors and segments
a market'. It means that the Japanese wireless communication companies should
improve data speeds, service area coverage, mobile phone services, and designs for
mobile phones7 for customer needs. They also set mobile phone market
segmentation according to customer preferences. Segmented mobile phones, which
have specific specification, attract to specific mobile phone users.
In considering on four specifications, the Japanese wireless communication
industry has made efforts of building and improving wireless communication
infrastructure for their customers to use mobile phone anywhere, including overseas,
with a stable network condition. Therefore, the definition of quality for the Japanese
wireless communication industry is to continually provide environment where users
should be satisfied with mobile phone services without any frustration regarding
wireless communication.
3.2 Quality Problems
The ever-changing environment on the mobile phone market forces the
Japanese wireless communication industry to identify quality problems and improve
the wireless communication network to satisfy customer demands. Soon after the
World War II, sound quality in the Japanese communication network was much
lower than in the United States. The Common Communication Support (CCS) of the
General Headquarters (GHQ) recommended the Japanese government to establish
the Telecommunication Laboratory similar to the Bell Labs in the United State. After
that, in order to improve telecommunication quality, quality engineering and
management were well-studied in Japan. Eventually, the Japanese
telecommunications industry built up the high-quality telecommunication
infrastructure. Quality of wireless communication sound/speech is also no longer a
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major problem, except for specific conditions. However, the Japanese wireless
communication companies have other product quality problems. These problems
identified by my research:
1. Today, smart phone users are able to use multimedia, downloading software
and music, watching YouTube and sending picture images. As described in the
previous chapter, the explosive data traffic by many of such users has afflicted
Japanese wireless communication companies. Frequent congestion in the
traditional wireless network has caused deterioration of data speeds, making it
difficult to offer the high-quality wireless service at the stable condition.
According to an interviewer, popularity of smart phones is also one of reasons
to induce the congestion. Some of applications installed in smart phones
automatically send data packets at regular intervals irrespective of users'
intention. As smart phone users are likely to download application nearly seven
times more than other mobile phone users do' 7 , a small numbers of data
packets becomes so large, influencing the wireless network.
2. Customer needs spur the wireless communication companies to spread service
area coverage. According to the survey on mobile phone connection by MM
18Research Institute , usage of mobile phones in subways and undergrounds is in
high demand. In addition, mobile phone communication is impaired by
interference from many base stations in the same frequency19 . It appears that
this interference tends to occur in skyscrapers or between high-rise buildings.
Thus, there are many places even in large cities where service area coverage is
not enough.
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3. The wireless communication companies have quality problems on mobile
phones. While smart phones become more popular, many users claim battery
performance 20. According to Nikkei Personal Computing j, based on NTT
DOCOMO 3G mobile phones listed in catalog in June 2011, average continuous
talk time is 296 hours in 3G smart phones and 212 hours in 3G traditional
mobile phones; Average stand-by time is 371 hours in the smart phones and
550 hours in the traditional mobile phones. The 3G smart phones have longer
continuous talk time. It would be not only because consumption power on a
communication control LSI is generally little difference between these phones,
but also because the smart phones have larger batteries. On the contrary, the
battery of the smart phones is one-third shorter stand-by hour than the typical
mobile phone. It may be because more applications automatically send signal
control to the wireless communication network than the typical mobile phone.
The smart phone also has a large display size and powerful CPU.
4. Some Japanese unique technologies are not installed in mobile phones from
overseas, which makes users inconvenient. Popularly used is Osaifu-keitai,
literally meaning "Wallet Mobile" which "refers to mobile phones integrating
Sony's Mobile FeliCa ICs. 23" Because serving as electric money, tickets for a
concert or airplane, and commuter passes, it provides users more convenient
services. One Seg, a digital terrestrial television service for mobile equipment, is
also a unique function in Japanese mobile phones. Popular oversea smart
phones such as iPhone and Galaxy let their users to give up such functions.
Japanese who are in his travel to the United States can make a call to Japan and
scan the QR cord on coupon ads; however, Japanese unique functions cannot
be used there.
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5. In terms of business customers, other industries have sought new businesses or
markets to incorporate the high-speed cellular technology into their products.
According to an interviewer, an automotive manufacturer called his company
on obtaining ISO/TS16949 because a wireless device was installed into a car.
The wireless communication companies will be required to obtain quality
management of other industries.
Table 1 shows a summary of quality problems discussed above. The wireless
network system has two problems: service area coverage and data communication
speeds. There are two types of the wireless device problem: battery performance
and standards.
Cause of Problems Problem Point Product
1. Poor signal quality Service Area Coverage Wireless Network
2. Disconnection due to hand over in System
a train
3. Interference
4. Slow speed to data Data Communication Wireless Network
communication Speed System
5. Congestion due to the increase in
traffic
6. Application software which
periodically transmit data
7. Wireless device used in other Quality management Wireless device
industries, required to meet their
quality requirement
8. Short of talk and stand-by time Battery performance Mobile phones
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9. Japanese original functions Global Standards Mobile phones
unloaded in oversea smart phones
Table 1: Identified Quality Problems in the Wireless Communication Industry
3.3 Quality Practice for Product Quality and Challenges
Nine product quality problems identified are challenging for the Japanese
wireless communication companies. To improve quality of their products, they have
applied quality practices to solve such problems. These problems are put together
into five problem points.
Service Area Coverage
The Japanese wireless communication companies need to widen their
service coverage areas by setting up base stations in various places as soon as
possible because mobile phone users are sensitive to accessibility. The more base
stations are built in various places, the more service area coverage expands, which
results in improvement of accessibility. Therefore, the increase in the number of
base stations is a popular ways among the Japanese wireless communication
companies. Indeed, SoftBank announced that it will invest total Y15.5 trillion from
2011 to 2013 in wireless equipment and increase base stations to 41,000 by 20162.
In order to provide mobile phone services in specific areas where signal quality is
poor, the companies have some base station product lines. NTT DOCOMO developed
IMCS, Inbuilding Mobile Communication Service, which is designed for use in a large
building and subways. It extends service area coverage into skyscrapers and subway
stations and cars. A femtocell, a small cellular base station, is also invented by NTT
DOCOMO for a house and small building. Its service area coverage is just a few ten
meters due to indoor use. When they introduce the new generation of a mobile
phone service, the wireless communication companies are also engaged in building
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the base stations. In fact, NTT DoCoMo announced that it had a plan to increase LTE
base stations to 21,000 and expand LTE service area coverage to 70% of a population
area by the end of 2012. In the interview to employees who work in the wireless
communication industry, they said that the Japanese wireless communication
companies are desperate to set up base stations.
Data Communication Speed
Typically, there are two benefits to proliferation of base stations. Firstly, as
discussed above, this practice enables the wireless communication companies to
expand service area coverage. Another is that the proliferation prevents a slowdown
of data speeds because data throughput per a base station is reduced. Expansion of
a service area also increase data speeds in the places where signal was weak.
Data communication speeds of LTE mobile phones is so attractive that the
Japanese wireless communication companies are on a mission to set up LTE base
stations. On the other hand, in Japan, frequent congestions in the wireless
communication networks are attributed to overflow of packet switch capacity by a
large amount of date traffic from smart phones. NTT DOCOMO has taken a
preventive measure, replacing from old packet switches to new ones that have more
capacity to process packets. However, it is not a perfect solution. The companies
have imposed a limitation on data communication speeds to heavy users when they
excess a certain amount of packet traffic in a month.
Domestic and Global Standards (including mobile phones)
In term of domestic standards, the Japanese mobile phone market has
Galapagos syndromes meaning that technologies or standards of products or
services are isolated from globalization. To prevent Galapagos syndromes and
permeate Japan-grown technologies to the world, Japanese wireless communication
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companies have come into action recently. For example, they established a
consultative body for Felica ICs in December 21, 2011. As a Near Field
Communication (NFC) service launched overseas, the consultative body seeks to
design common specification and standardize operation of Felica and NFC. According
to an interview, a company in different industries requires his company to obtain
quality management system, and the mobile phone production quality is not
necessarily high. While average mobile phone usage is 3.6 years25, users who
experienced a mobile phone failure account for 37.9%26. As it is not available on the
subject to compare the mobile phone failure, more research is necessary, but it
seems to be relatively high failure rate. In my research, no Japanese wireless
communication companies have obtained TL9000.
Battery Problem
NTT DOCOMO presets eco-mode application in some smart phones, other
than those into which mobile phone makers install original power serving functions.
In addition, NTT DOCOMO provides an aftercare service for the battery. In the
service it provides DOCOMO users a battery change or mobile recharger when they
pay the certain number of service points accumulated by using their mobile phones.
However, these are not a fundamental solution. The battery technology depends
largely on battery manufacturers.
3.4 Quality Practice after Disasters
Before moving onto chapter 4, this section shows how Japanese wireless
communication companies and government made efforts to keep quality of
communication networks in the case that a big disaster occurs. The communication
network is one of the most important infrastructures for sufferers to communicate
relatives and friends and obtain information on evacuation, second disasters,
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recovery, and reconstruction. The companies have some preparations for server
disasters, so this section shows their practice after the Great East Japan Earthquake
hit in March 2011. After this scourge, many Japanese concern about the
infrastructure after earthquakes which may occur in future. Thus, challenges the
wireless communication industry has to tackle to protect the infrastructure from the
disasters will be discussed in later sections.
The magnitude 9.0 earthquake hit off coastline of Miyagi prefecture on
March 11, 2011 (see Figure 9). The earthquake wreaked havoc on a vast area of
northeast of Japan. It is not exaggeration to say that everything was devastated by
the earthquake and tsunami. Without any exception, the earthquake obviously
paralyzed telecommunication infrastructure, seriously affecting information
availability. Actually, it takes a few days to figure out the extent of damage and
communicate people living in affected areas. Tokyo was also afflicted by the network
failure due to congestion in the wireless communication network. Because many
people felt anxious about the safety of their relatives and friends, the mobile phone
call reached 50 to 60 times as many as the normal volume in the NTT DOCOMO
network.
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Figure 9: the Epicenter of the Great East Japan Earthquake (Source:
http://www.npr.org/2011/03/11/134444531/major-tsunami-damage-in-northern-ja
pan)
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3.4.1 The Ways to Secure Communication in the Wake of the Disaster
The Japanese telecommunication industry has been prepared to secure a
communication service in case that a major-scale communication failure happens. In
order to keep quality of the communication network, it has also set up some
measures for disasters. Japanese wireless communication companies imposed the
mobile phone restriction to prevent the communication failure in a wide area after
the Great East Japan Earthquake.
Impose Restriction
When many people use mobile phones in a specific area at the same time,
congestion happens in a wireless communication network. Then, as mobile phone
communication in other networks cannot access to the congested network, queue
expands various networks, inducing the major communication failure. To avoid it,
Japanese wireless communication companies imposed restriction on the mobile
phone communication. Data traffic is controlled by companies or automatically by
network systems. Sending and receiving thus are limited in the controlled wireless
communication area. As you can see in Figure 9, NTT DOCOMO and KDDI conducted
90% and 95% of restriction respectively. In terms of text massages, while NTT
DoCoMo imposed 30% of restriction, but removed it after a short time as congestion
was not severe, other companies did not do the same. Some of the companies had
countermeasures against disasters, allowing controlling voice and data
communications separately. As a result, data communication was well-controlled
after the earthquake.
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Rate of Restriction
DoCoMo DoCoMo au (Voice) au (Packet) Soft Bank Soft Bank
(Voice) (Packet) (Voice) (Packet)
Figure 9: The Rate of Restriction after the Earthquake (Source:
http://www.soumu.go.jp/johotsusintokei/whitepaper/ja/h23/pdf/nOO1000O.pdf)
The Other Ways to Help Communication
The telecommunication industry, including the wireless communication
industry, and government made use of the following communication ways to assist
telecommunication infrastructure damaged by the Great East Japan Earthquake and
tsunami.
> Emergency message services: Telecommunication companies provided the
message dial (171), disaster message board, and broadband disaster message
board (web171), which allowed people to leave messages in these services, and
their family, relatives, and friends to check their wellbeing.
> Free public phones: NTT East and West Japan installed nearly 2,300 free public
phones in evacuation area, utilizing portable satellite equipment.
> Satellite-based mobile phones: satellite-based mobile equipment is not easily
affected by the earthquake, making an important role for communication.
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> Mobile Telecommunications equipment: MCA, Multi-Channel Access, radio and
simple radio equipment helped communication in quake-hit areas.
3.4.2 Preparation and Challenge for Future Disasters
The Japan Meteorological Agency made the earthquake early warning
system which "provides advance announcement of the estimated seismic intensities
and expected arrival time of principal motion." This objective is to reduce
earthquake-related damages by preparing the large earthquake in various ways, such
as stopping elevators, slowing down trains and alarming a disaster. The earthquake
early warning is available on three ways: the television and radio, mobile phone and
community wireless system by J-ALERT. In order to avoid network congestion,
wireless communication companies can send the earthquake early warning only to
mobile phones in a specific area which may be affected by the earthquake. Such
technologies are surely helpful for Japanese to prepare for coming earthquake. On
the other hand, After the Great East Japan Earthquake, wireless communication
infrastructure was disabled. Therefore, disaster-resistant infrastructure must be
developed to keep communication. DOCOMO have taken an action to equip
uninterruptable battery source with base stations, build 100 large-scale base stations,
which cover seven kilometer in radius, in important areas, provide satellite mobile
phone as quickly as possible, and develop the voice message system for disasters.
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Chapter 4: Quality Practices in the Japanese Automotive Industry
This chapter will discuss quality practices popularly used in the Japanese
automotive industry. As Toyota is a forerunner in production and quality
management, leading other Japanese automakers and even other industries. This
chapter provides general insight into what practices are pillars in quality
management.
4.1 Brief Explanation of the Japanese Automobile Industry
According to an interviewer who was a president in an automotive supplier,
Japanese automakers have pursued quality of products and production management
in a long time. He also states that because Toyota's reputation stems from its quality
management, other Japanese automakers pursue the same-level quality by
introducing the similar practices Toyota does. Toyota has developed the Toyota
Production System (TPS) and grown quality methods since 1950. Its suppliers are
also required to manage their operations under TPS and perform quality controls set
at the Toyota level. Quality management in Toyota also expands to car sales. It is a
philosophy of Shotaro Kamiya, who established Toyota dealer networks in Japan and
the United States, that "Customer first, dealer second, manufacturer third.2 7 " His
word lives: Toyota has kept "Customer creed" so that it can provide high quality of
an aftercare service and sales environment where it is easy for customers to shop.
The long-term effort eventually enabled Toyota to be the world top automaker in
2008 by taking over General Motors. The IQS survey28 shows that Lexus and Toyota
ranked No.1 and No.7 respectively. In this survey, John, Humphrey, a senior vice
president at Global Automotive Operations in J.D. Power and Associate comments
that "Japanese automakers are proven to have global reliability for quality by this
survey." The other surveys also prove that sales satisfaction in Japan and the United
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States is very high in Lexus29 30. While Toyota developed top-level quality
management from production to sales, other Japanese automakers studied what
Toyota had done for quality to keep up with its quality. As a result, the Japanese
automakers gained a reputation on automobile quality.
4.2 Quality Management and Practices
Toyota' strength of quality management is based on TPS and TQC (Total
Quality Control)31. Besides a corporate belief that customers are the most important,
Toyota has created a reputation on total quality from production to sales with TPS
and TQC. In 1949, Toyota began to study a quality control method and empirically
used a control chart in the next year, which was the beginning of the implementation
of SQC (Statistic Quality control). In 1961, it introduced TQC (Total Quality Control)
while the QC (Quality Control) circle was launched to strengthen the quality
education to its engineers three years later. The QC circle is a small team activity in
organization to manage Kaizen by utilizing quantitative approaches. On the other
hand, Toyota developed Toyota Production System (TPS) to eliminate various wastes
arising from production processes and improve production efficiency.
In the Japanese automotive industry, automakers have created a long-term
relationship with their suppliers23 . It enables automaker and suppliers to improve
mutual understanding of their business. In this environment, Japanese suppliers
tackle problem solving with their automakers when they identify a design flaw in
product. On the other hand, they learn knowhow on production from their
automakers. For example, when suppliers deliver their products to Company Z, a
Japanese top-tier manufacturer, quality of these products is checked by it. If
Company Z identifies the worst ten suppliers, the suppliers are contacted by its
quality management division and are required to improve their quality by receiving
quality educations and factory audits until these suppliers get out of the worst ten. If
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a supplier meets quality requirements for a certain period, it can be certified as an
excellent enterprise. Company Z will receive products from such a supplier without
checking product quality of it.
4.2.1 Toyota Production System (TPS)
Toyota Production System was first advocated by Kiichiro Toyota, a founder of
Toyota, and systematized by Taiichi Ono. It is not just the quality system, but the
production management approach and practice for manufacturing32. TPS is to find
out the best ways and continually make an improvement for production2 7 .As TPS is
well-studied and discussed in many papers, this section aims to describe pillars of
TPS, such as the elimination of seven wastes, just-in-time, and automation. One of
TPS's goals is to eliminate "muda", wastes. There are many wastes of inventory,
equipment, and costs which give rise in the manufacturing operation. In TPS, it is
worthwhile to eliminate seven types of wastes:
(1) Waste of overproduction
(2) Waste of time on hand
(3) Waste of transportation
(4) Waste of processing itself
(5) Waste of stock at hand
(6) Waste of movement
(7) Waste of making defective products
Elimination of these wastes contributes to profit margin. Improvement of
product quality also result from eliminating wastes of transportation and defective
products not only because products can be ship to customers in time, but also the
defect can be prevented from being delivered to them.
Just-in-time is one of the most important characteristics of TPS. Its objective is to
reduce the stock on work-in-process by employing a Kanban card which literally
means "signboard." Excessive inventory incurs unnecessary costs and time which
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hurts bottom line. Kanban is the scheduling system in which the Kanban card, which
has production information such as the production name, quantity and due date,
moves with products within production facilities or moves from a supplier. The
elimination of wastes and just-in-time are strategic tools to improve quality of
production management.
The last pillar is Automation known as "Jidoka" which can be described as
"automation with human touch" because workers should handle a machine when it
automatically stops processing immediately due to abnormality. Typical automation
continues processing even if abnormality occurs, which may cause the increase in
"the waste of making defective products. Automation, however, enables the
defective products not to flow to the next process. When machines properly work, it
is possible for operators to manage several machines at a time. Only when a
machine shows abnormality, they should come to this machine to fix problems. In
order to introduce Automation, workers need to develop machines so that the
machines detect problems and stop processing automatically. Thus, the workers
must involve in QC circles and introduce Poka-yoke, a Japanese word that means
"fail-safing" or "mistake-proofing, in the everyday-activity. Poka-yoke is an effective
tool to prevent operational misses because humans tend to make easy mistakes in
manual works. Following is a simplified chart of Automation:
(1) Machine detects abnormality and informs it to a worker
(2) Machine automatically stops processing
(3) The worker fixes or corrects the immediate condition
(4) The worker investigates the root cause and introduces a countermeasure.
Because Toyota Production System centers on its philosophy and concept, all
workers need to understand characteristics of TPS, and suppliers also should be
involved in TPS as a part of the production system. Therefore, automakers must
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spend a lot of time educating their employees if they want to introduce TPS in their
factories. It is a story of an interviewer that Company B, which was a Japanese
first-tier supplier, failed to introduce TPS in its factories because it did not
understand characteristics of TPS. It did not succeeded in improving quality of
production management. "Genuine" TPS is fits well in the assemble factory and
requires educations about the TPS philosophy to workers and suppliers. Company B
was a product-processing manufacturer with a lot of suppliers. It was difficult to
adjust TPS to its culture and teach many suppliers. Company B just spent a lot of
money and time, resulting in deterioration of the production management quality.
Therefore, TPS is effective tools for quality of production, but it is inevitable for any
company to educate itself and its suppliers well when to introduce TPS.
4.2.2 Education and SQC in Toyota
Toyota's dedication to education for quality controls contributes to workers'
awareness of SQC, leading to improvement of various problems33 . Toyota first
introduced SQC in 1949. After the challenge of Deming Prize and introduction of TQC,
the utilization of SQC went on track3 . In 1988, Toyota established "SQC Renaissance"
whose objective was to develop problem-solving skills of its engineers. In 1995,
Toyota extended this activity further, which is called "Science SQC", to aim
supporting for the engineers to learn a problem-solving skill for critical technical
problems and promoting SQC into new areas. The former is that TQM Promote
Division helped the engineers solve cross-divisional problems. In this activity, they
understood that SQC was a usable tool because actual data and a common language
make it easy for them to manage team activities for problem-solving. The latter is
that TQM Promote Division encouraged many divisions, which had never used SQC,
to participate in the team. As a result, various problems were solved in the divisions
like sales, safety and health, and so forth. Through SQC renaissance and Science SQC,
understanding of value of SQC permeated all the divisions in Toyota over time.
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Recently, Toyota extended SQC to new technology development like hybrid and
electric vehicles.
Toyota's SQC seminar is structured so that engineers' skill can match an
education level33. There are five levels in it: beginner, basic, intermediate,
pre-advanced and advanced. In the beginner level, two-year engineers study basic
SQC methods and quality engineering. In the basic level, engineers who were
experienced for three to five years learn frequently-used methods in operation such
as the multivariable analysis, reliability method and design of experiments. They also
utilized analysis software for practical use. Intermediate-level engineers study
advanced techniques. In pre-advanced and advanced levels, there is SQC Kenkyukai,
a study meeting where engineers discuss their SQC studies and exchange how to
utilize SQC methods. This organization is divided to five categories to study in the
specific field. In 2001 a working group in the advanced level began to study Quality
Engineering methods that Toyota had hardly utilized. In order to enhance awareness
of quality, Toyota requires this activity for its engineers and suppliers.
R&D and design division were not in active use of Quality Engineering
methods although complex technologies and products make it difficult for the
engineers to effectively and accurately evaluate them. However, as a trigger that the
study groups took up Quality Engineering, usage of Quality Engineering methods
began to spread throughout Toyota.
4.3 Global Standard in the Japanese Automobile Industry
Standardization of automotive technologies is also important to enhance
product and production quality. Contrary to the wireless communication industry,
the automotive industry has many de facto standards. The discussion of
standardization of new technologies is initiated by automotive companies. Recently,
R&D competitions for the green technology heat up; thus, it is said that winning de
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facto standard war for the green technology is controlling the world market3. In
globalization of automobile production and sales, automakers and their suppliers
participated in standardization organizations to enhance convenience of their
products and quality for their customers. Automobile congregates many systems
that consist of many sub-systems. To keep and assure a certain level of quality as
well as convenience, different systems have separate standards developed by
different organizations. World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulation
(WP29) has the responsibility to enact the international regulation for automobile.
The ISO/TC22, on the other hand, manages the global standardization. Besides
ISO/TC22, there are several technical committees (TC) for the specific areas in ISO.
For example, a tire is necessarily standardized to assure the certain level of quality
while specification of fuels should be in common in the world. Thus, different TCs
take an important role on standardizing a specific area. ISO/TS16949 based on the
IS09000's requirement is also the famous global standard for quality management in
the automobile industry.
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Chapter 5: Quality Method in Japanese Automobile Industry
This chapter will discuss quality practices used in the Japanese automotive
industry. As the quality practices are renowned from other industries, it is interesting
to compare quality practices of the Japanese automotive industry and wireless
communication industry. This study will provide hints that the wireless
communication industry should improve quality in an age of the high-speed
communication network. The chapter will analyze quality practices in the same way
with chapter 3, showing the definition of quality, what kinds of quality problems
Japanese automakers have and how they try to solve these problems.
5.1 Definition of Quality
First, the definition of product quality in the Japanese automotive industry
will be discussed. Four specifications will be examined to identify the definition of
the quality.
(1) Customer Needs
There are many factors that are keys for customers to buy a new car.
According to my survey (see Figure 10), a car price is the most important
consideration when people decide to buy a new car, followed by a design,
fuel-efficiency, drive feeling/ride, and safety. Because a car is still expensive
household goods in Japan, many people make attention to the car price. Many
automakers have introduced hybrid and small-sized cars on the market, suggesting
that customers prefer fuel-efficient cars. They also take into account car safety and
performance. Although a design, drive feeling/ride, and performance are ranked,
these specifications depend fairly on customer's preference. Therefore, Japanese
automakers are required to manufacture attractive cars with the competitive price
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and fuel-efficient engines without sacrificing safety and performance.
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Figure 10: Ranking for Important consideration at point of car purchase
The lower number of point is higher ranked. It is scored by referring Automotive
Market Review 2008 by PROTO CORPORATION, Yomiuri Newspaper, May 1, 2008,
and http://www.jari.or.jp/. Common items among references are used in the graph
according to rankings in each survey result.
(2) Product Safety
Safety is one of the most important issues for automakers. A lack of risk
management and a low-quality product sometimes become the cause of the
accident, which may take passengers' and/or pedestrians' lives. In Japan in 2002, a
dropout of a right front tire from a Mitsubishi trailer resulted in a fatal accident
because Mitsubishi had not announced a recall of the trailers even though it had
noticed quality problems of the tire hubs3s. In my previous job, our company, a
Japanese automotive supplier, weights largely on quality of engine parts not only
because engine failures may induce the accident, but also the engine is so complex
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system that some of its components require high precision dimension and narrow
tolerance for hardness. In order to prevent defects from being shipped out, the
company needs experienced workers and some inspections in processes. As car
owners are, of course, sensitive to car safety, ranked fifth (see Figure 10), many
safety systems such as the air bag and ABS are installed in almost all cars. Japanese
automakers have invented for new safety technologies. For example, SUBARU sells
cars which are equipped with "EyeSight", the automatic braking system by which a
car is automatically braked to avoid collision when cameras in the system detect a
potential hazard. Installing safety technologies in cars is inevitable to improve
production quality in the Japanese automobile market.
(3) National and Global Standards
The automotive industry has following characteristics: automobile consists
of various systems, many of which should be made under regulations and laws; the
automakers need high production and safety techniques to produce such systems in
mass production. Japanese automakers should design and produce products
strictly according to Japan Industrial standard (JIS) and global standards in order to
assure product quality. As for JIS, the automakers, for example, typically force their
suppliers to use materials standardized in J IS to ensure component quality. Another
example is that a battery is designed and made according to JIS so that everyone
maintains it.
ISO/TC22 is the global standard, standardizing compatibility,
interchangeability, and safety for automobile, and there are several derivations
according to a type of products in cars. Like JIS, automakers comply with global
standards to manufacture automobile. The Japanese automakers also weight on
quality management system and safety standards. TS/QS16949 is the global standard
for quality management system which is developed so that suppliers meet quality
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requirements of their customers. According to an ISO auditor, Japanese automakers
demand their suppliers to obtain TS/QS16949 to keep production quality. On the
other hand, IS026262 is a functional safety standard, and the scope of application is
a set of systems of electric devices like ECU, actuators and various sensors while
precise documentation and traceability is required for R&D, requirement definition
and so on. Such standards were developed to improve production quality for
automotive manufacturers. This improvement, as a result, results in customer
benefits.
The automotive industry have many de facto standards because global
standards were established in technological competitions in the automotive industry,
Therefore, de facto standards are fundamentally for company' benefits. However,
standardization enables our life to make more convenient as unnecessary similar
technologies die out.
(4) Competitors' Product Specification
Like the wireless communication companies, the automakers should "define
quality from customer's point of view 0" to have advantages over their competitors.
No all customers desire improvement of car specification. Design, drive feeling/ride,
and performance depend on each customer' tastes. For example, some people
prefer high performance and good design; other people prefer low performance, but
comfortable ride. A combination of such specification changes car characteristics.
Therefore, the Japanese automakers need market researches to identify customer
preference as well as R&D to improve specification. In addition, it is necessary to
have a strong brand strategy. Figure 10 indicates that customers care about
automaker names, ranked sixth. It is likely that Japanese prefer brand names .A car
with a strong brand name has more advantage to attract customers than rival cars
that have the same specification. Like the wireless communication companies, the
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automakers take into consideration considering market segmentation to attract
specific customers.
In these four specifications, the Japanese automobile industry has made
efforts of improving or changing car specifications to satisfy customer needs and
preference. On the other hand, there are many de facto standards which are for
company's benefits in many cases, but improvement of production results in
customer's benefits. Therefore, the definition of product quality for the Japanese
automotive industry is to create production management to efficiently manufacture
non-defect cars and to satisfy various customers such cars with the attractive price,
design, safety system and other specifications.
5.2 Problems of Product Quality
The followings are product quality problems in the Japanese automotive industry,
identified.
1. Automakers use common parts to different types of cars because they can reduce
the product cost. For example, Toyota began the CCC21, Construction of Cost
Competitiveness 21, activity to radically reduce production costs in 2000 and
succeeded in a Y1,000 billion cost reduction by 200538. This activity included
modularization of automobile components. Today, modularization is an
international trend. While Toyota will introduce new cost reduction structures in
which it makes six to eight types of cars per a platform, while the Volkswagen
group will aim to modularize 70% of components39 . However, if a problem occurs,
it causes a large amount of recalled products. As automobile has complicated
systems, they also need to use quality of assembly with the common parts and
other parts with quality assurance.
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2. In my interview to a mechanic in a Japanese automaker, automakers are likely to
use less expensive materials for reducing product costs as much as possible;
however, it is easy to be broken because of cheaper materials. He also said that
the number of minor failures had actually increased recently although he has no
statistical data. Recently, a car has various functions with electronic control, but if
electronic control equipment is broken, the replacement cost is so high.
3. There are problems of battery life and replacement of battery. A hybrid car is
heavier than a gasoline vehicle, so the mileage performance is liable to be low
especially a large vehicle. It has a motor, a dynamo and other new equipment, so
a car is more expensive than a gasoline vehicle. Inside of a car space becomes
narrow. It is caused by installing some new equipment. A car actually runs less
than assumed mileage per charge. Especially, the battery tends to run out so fast
while using a heater or air conditioner. There are a few plug-in stations which
open 24 hours. A car dealer provides electric power for EVs during only business
hours, and each car dealer which is different company doesn't have compatibility
for giving information of electric charge. It takes a long time to complete charging.
Even using a quick electric charger, it takes about 30 minutes for 80% charging".
Facilitation of infrastructure is a necessary activity to improve product
quality. Today, the automotive industry seeks to standardize the fast charging
system for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles. Although Japanese automakers have
proposed a fast charging standard called as "CHAdeMO", eight U.S. and German
automakers (Audi, BMW, Chrysler, Daimler, Ford, General Motors, Porsche and
Volkswagen) have proposed the new fast charging system as a global standard.
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There are two EV fast-battery standards in the world. If neither has
advantage in the war, two standards would exist in the world. It would negatively
affect the entire automotive industry and EV owners. Automakers would be required
to produce two types of the same EVs to meet each fast charging standard, causing a
rise in an EV price. The existence of two standards would beleaguer EV owners with
finding a recharging stand.
Table 2 shows a summary of quality problems identified in my research.
Quality of automobile components or systems is currently concerned because of
modularization and cost reductions. Hybrid and electric vehicles have battery
problems because the battery technology is still not matured. Infrastructure for
the battery charger comes into a standard war and needs to be set up to
facilitate EVs. It is interesting to say that the identified quality problems are
related only with mileage listed in the important consideration survey. Although
it is necessary to make more survey, two reasons are conjectured: Japanese
automakers conduct enough market researches for customer preference and
have an ability to reflect the preference in their car designs. Because the
automakers put various types of car on the Japanese market, car owners can
choose new cars with performance and quality they satisfy.
Cause of Problems Quality Problem Point Product
10. Modularization Components or systems Overall Car
11. Cost Reduction
12. Usage of electrical control
13. Difference between actual Battery Hybrid Cars Electric
mileage and published Vehicles
mileage
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14. Low mileage per charge
15. Charging time Battery Charger Fast charging stand
16. Few place to recharge battery
Table 2: Identified Quality Problems in the Automotive Industry
5.3 Quality Methods and Management and Challenges
To improve quality of their products, they have applied quality practices to
solve problems identified in a previous section. The problems were categorized into
three parts.
Components and Systems
My previous company is influenced by modularization. When offered a new
job from its customer, the company got the larger number of an order of diesel
engine parts than it had used to. While it is, of course, a cost advantage to the
company due to mass-production, it needs to strengthen the inspection system and
education to workers for honing production skills in order to prevent defects. An
interviewer, who was a president in an automotive supplier, also mentioned that
one small glitch or abnormality in any machine would cause the large number of the
defect; thus, his company keeps education to even suppliers, aiming zero defects. He
also said that, recently, our customers' requirement when we get new jobs is strict
because obtaining TS16949 is indispensable. On the other hand, the CCC21 activity in
Toyota was under Toyota Production System. It means that suppliers were involved
in this activity for modularization. They also need to improve quality practices like QC
circle, Kaizen, and Poka-yoke. By doing so, they try to improve production and
eliminate defects in modularization. While the automakers make efforts of
improving product quality, product failures are not perfectly avoided. The
automotive industry established IS026262 to reduce risks of what electronic system
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failures lead to a server accident. On the other hand, to keep up with complexity of
the automobile technology, mechanics recently are required to obtain technical
knowledge of motors and electricity.
Battery and Battery Charger
Collaborative development for battery is popular ways in the automotive
industry to develop the battery technology for EVs. Because the electronics
companies have accumulated knowledge on the battery technology, it is
indispensable for automakers to build collaborative relationship with them. Toyota
and Panasonic established Panasonic EV Energy to make the nickel metal-hydride
battery in 1996. It also has affiliated with BMW to co-develop a lithium battery for
HVs and EVs. Additionally, NISSAN and NEC established Automotive Energy Supply
Corporation. Then, Mitsubishi also made Lithium Energy Japan with GU YUASA. Such
collaboration enables the automakers to develop battery and battery charging
system, shortening battery charging time and extending mileage.
Global Standard
Facilitation of an EV charging station is a key to make EVs popular. Some
Japanese automakers and electric manufacturers established a company to facilitate
the EV station .A scope of the company is to reduce initial and running costs of the
EV charging station. EV owners who join the company's member can utilize its EV
stations by paying a membership fee. Then, the company gives a part of the
membership fee back to EV station operators. This structure enables the EV station
operators to reduce a burden. In addition, united standard is also necessary to
facilitate the EV station. However, the fast charging standard depends on a result of
the standard war between Japan and U.S. and Europe automakers. The Japanese
automakers have made a CHAdeMO association to encourage the CHAdeMO
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technology to spread over the world. If either fast charging system is standardized,
EV owners do not mind charging system of their own cars
In summary, the Japanese automotive industry utilizes quality practices and
management to improve product quality and continue on quality education to their
employees and suppliers. Quality and safety standards also help them keep product
quality. On the other hand, collaboration with other companies is necessary practice
to win in the competitive market and in standard wars.
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Chapter 6: Interview Analysis and Discussion
This chapter will present the key points that were identified in the
interviews. The interview questionnaires can be found in Appendices I and II. I will
organize responses and present the points identified, in order to compare
differences and similarities of quality practices between the wireless communication
industry and automotive industry in the next chapter.
6.1 Response to Questionnaire: the Japanese Wireless Communication Industry
6.1.1 Quality Definition
Definitions of quality the interviewers think are following:
" To keep wireless service area coverage and quality of the wireless network.
" To provide customers a high quality wireless service, ensuring availability,
accessibility, and so on.
e To keep quality of the wireless network anytime.
* To keep quality of software and hard hardware for wireless networks.
" To recover network conditions when the network failure happens.
6.1.2 Quality Requirements
Following is quality requirement from their customers and mobile phone users:
" A wireless communication wireless company does not have the quality
department.
" Another company did not have any workers who have the responsibility for
quality issue, but recently a few workers have been assuming the
responsibility.
" Sound/speech quality is required quality, but its quality is no longer a
problem.
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* A large amount of packet data should be managed.
" Improvement of latency and data speeds is required.
" To keep quality of wireless network, unbreakable hardware and software
with no bug is required.
" To solve the network failure occurred, the cause of the failure should be
reported to the wireless communication company.
" There is no requirement for safety because wireless products do not cause
accidents.
6.1.3 Education for and utilization of Quality Practices
Quality practices education and utilization the company performs are following:
0 The QC circle is utilized to improve quality in various departments in a
company.
* Training courses are offered to employees and suppliers to learn quality
methods, and such quality methods are used in practice.
0 QoS is used for wireless quality.
0 An automaker requires studying TS16949 in order to obtain the certificate.
6.1.4 Quality the Wireless Communication Industry Should Pursue
Following is quality interviewers think that the industry should pursue:
* Resilience is an important word to keep quality of the wireless network.
* Durability of wireless devices should be the same as durable products if the
devices are installed in the products.
" New services with the high-speed wireless technology should be provided to
customers.
" Operability is necessary because network failure should be fixed
immediately.
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6.1.5 Importance of Global Standards
Following is interview's notion about global standards:
" ITU is the important place to discuss the new technology.
* TL9000 is not popular in wireless communication companies.
" TL9000 will be a necessary tool to learn quality management.
* To obtain standardized quality management, IS09000 is a good item.
6.2 Response to Questionnaire: the Japanese Automotive Industry
6.2.1 Quality Definition
Definitions of quality the interviewers think are following:
" Not to produce the defects in production.
" To continuously do quality management to keep quality.
" To provide high-quality of service to satisfy customers.
6.2.2 Quality Requirements
Following is quality requirement from their customers and mobile phone users:
" Various product and production qualities are required by customer
companies.
* TS16949 is indispensable to get new job from customers.
" Safety, gas mileage, and eco-friendly technology are required from individual
customers.
* Just-in-time management is necessary to provide high quality service to
individual customer.
6.2.3 Education for and utilization of Quality Practices
Quality practices education and utilization the company performs are following:
* Learning SQCTQC, and TS16949, and using seven basic tools in SQC and
other methods in the company.
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" Learning TPS and TQC, and doing Kaizen and Poka-yoke and using seven
basic tools in the company.
" Learning mechanical systems, motor, and electrics for service in the
company.
" Learning quality and production management held in customer companies
" Suppliers can learn about quality practices mentioned above.
" Suppliers can get coaching from customer companies if their product quality
is not good.
6.2.4 Quality the Wireless Communication Industry Should Pursue
Following is quality interviewers think that the industry should pursue:
* To keep quality and set a competitive price by improving product efficiency.
* Quality should be more than cost performance.
* To improve quality to keep service quality further although modularization
and cost reduction influences product quality.
6.2.5 Importance of Global Standards
Following is interview's notion about global standards:
" Possession of the TS16949 certificate means that we have
global-standard-level quality.
" TS16949 is a basic tool for companies to improve their quality technique and
quality assurance system.
" Global standards enable mechanics to efficiently maintain automobile,
resulting in high-quality service and cost reduction.
6.3 Discussion on the Interview Findings
After conducting the interviews, I infer that the Japanese wireless
communication industry is desperate to improve the wireless communication
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network in order to satisfy customer needs. The wireless communication industry
has make efforts to develop hardware and software for infrastructure and new
services for usage of the LTE mobile phones. In spite of fact that the wireless
communication industry weights on quality of the wireless network, the quality
management system is not important. A major Japanese wireless company and its
suppliers have no TL9000 and no plan to obtain it. Indeed, all Japanese wireless
careers have not possessed TL9000 yet. In addition, although the wireless
communication companies have the quality education for employees and suppliers,
their dedication seems not to be high as compared with the automotive industry.
Interviews in the wireless communication industry said that the wireless
communication companies need to take into consideration quality practices and
management. The major reason why he thinks so is that the wireless technology will
be used in various industrial products. Thus, specification of wireless devices should
be met with requirements of the other products. Additionally, another interviewer
suggests that TL9000 will be an important tool to learn quality management. He
think that the Japanese wireless communication industry will be required to build the
wireless networks system that can cope with new markets and businesses in an age
of the high-speed wireless technology. Finally, safety is also not a high priority in the
wireless communication industry because there is no concern that mobile phones
and the wireless network system hurt human bodies.
As for Japanese automotive industry, quality management and quality
practices are the most important issue. Their quality is to develop the production
system that does not manufacture any detects. In a service side, automakers make
effort to improve quality of service for customer by promising on-time management.
To achieve their quality goal, the automotive industry has the education system to
employees and suppliers. They have a lot of opportunity to learn quality practices like
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SQC, TQC, and TPS. Popularly used techniques are the QC circle to find and solve
problems in a small group to improve working environment. In addition, automakers
do not stop doing business with suppliers even if these suppliers deliver bad quality
products to the automakers a few times. Instead, they teach such suppliers about
quality until the suppliers can improve product quality. It can be said that Japanese
production quality is made in automakers' and their suppliers' dedication to quality
management. In such environment, automotive industry weights largely on TS16949.
An interviewer suggests that TS16949 requirements are on basis of improvement of
production quality. He said that, based on these requirements, automotive
companies should develop quality. Indeed, Japanese automakers force their suppliers
to obtain TS16949. Finally, all interviewers in the automotive industry mention that
improvement of quality will be important in the future. It is safety to say that their
efforts to improve quality are very high.
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Chapter 7: Comparison of Quality Practice Used in the Japanese
Wireless Communication Industry and Automobile Industry
In chapter 3 and 5, quality practices, currently used in the Japanese wireless
communication industry and automobile industry, were identified. In this chapter,
such quality practices will be compared to seek their differences and similarities. This
analysis will reveal some problems that the wireless communication industry must
solve, and show necessary quality approaches recommended for the LTE and 4G
technologies. According to De Weck et al. "Engineering Systems: Meeting Human
Needs in a Complex Technological World 42," the ilities, found in engineering systems,
are desired properties of systems. His research shows the rank of the frequently
used 20 ilities. The most popular ilitiy is quality. This phenomenon is the same all the
time, not matter what technologies are improved and invented. It is safe to say that
improvement of quality is the most important factor of success in an age of the
high-speed network technology.
7.1 Comparison of Product Quality Definition
Quality is, of course, the most important, popular "ility" for both the
Japanese wireless communication and automotive industries. As their goal to
improve quality is to attract their customers, they conduct several quality practices.
However, their definitions of quality are, by no means, the same due to different
product characteristics. This section compares what aspects of definition of quality
are similar and different between the wireless communication network and
automobile. Table 3 is summaries identified for the definition of quality in chapter 3
and 5.
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The Wireless Communication The Automotive Industry
Industry
Definition of Quality To continuously improve To create production
environment where users management to efficiently
should be satisfied with manufacture non-defect,
mobile phone services safety cars that can be put on
without any frustration the market with improving
regarding wireless specification and adjusting
communication. other specification to satisfy
various needs.
Product for Wireless network (Intangible Automobile (Tangible
Customers product) product)
Mobile phones (tangible
product)
Customer Needs Specification of wireless Specification of automobile,
network and mobile phones
Safety Less important Important
Domestic and Global Main technologies are de jure Main technologies are de
Standards standards ( User facto standards (company
benefits-oriented) benefits-oriented)
Competitor's Product More advanced specification More attractive and advanced
Specification in customer needs than specification in customer
competitors needs than competitors, but
customer-perceived benefits
influence quality
Table 3: Comparison of Definition of Quality
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Similarity
Although mobile phone users and car owners have different product needs,
they desire high-quality products, meaning that companies have to consider how to
improve quality that customers demand. While the wireless communication
companies mainly develop the wireless communication network to realize clear
sound/speech, fast data speeds, and 100% service area coverage, the automakers
focus fairly on the car production cost for selling prices, design, drive feeling/ride
comfort, and safety. In addition, both industries are in competitive markets,
requiring making their products superior to their competitors. Japanese wireless
communication companies and automakers make effort to add customer-perceived
values43 to product specification for product quality.
Difference
However, some specifications of automobile are largely influenced by
customer preferences. Whether a combination of a car design, drive feeling/ride
comfort, or performance is good or bad depends largely on a personal taste. On the
other hand, mobile phone users want high specification of the wireless
communication network. None of them prefer bad sound/speech, low speeds, and
small service area coverage. Unlike the wireless communication industry, the
automobile industry needs to conduct market researches to analyze customers' taste,
and then improve product quality to satisfy as many people as possible.
Necessity of safety depends on product characteristics. As the wireless
communication network is intangible, there is no concern that the wireless network
directly causes accidents. Although some people have concerns about mobile phones,
there is no evidence that it impairs a human body. Instead, it is a possibility that a
driver may cause a large accident because of careless driving or glitch in a car. Thus,
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the definition of quality for the wireless communication network does not include
safety as of now.
While both industries comply with JIS and ISO to make and design products,
they have a different notion about global standards. Specification for the wireless
cellular network is standardized before the new technology prevails. Standardized
mobile phones can be put on the market. Indeed, the LTE standard was established
in 2008, but NTT DOCOMO began a LTE mobile phone service in 2010. Thus, this
practice takes into account mobile phone user's benefits. It makes mobile phones
useful for mobile phone users. On the contrary, different automakers try to expand
similar technologies into the market before they put on the table for standardization,
causing a few standards in the market.
The goal of the wireless communication companies and automakers is
similar: to make their products attractive. Unlike the automakers, the wireless
communication companies do not need to consider safety for product and standard
wars for the wireless cellular technology. In addition, wireless network specification
is not affected by customer's preference. Thus, quality of the Japanese wireless
communication industry is to focus only on improving specification of the wireless
communication network system.
7.2 Comparison of Quality Practices
This section will compare similarities and differences of identified quality
practices used in both industries.
Similarity
A similar quality practice to make products attractive is collaboration with
other companies for standardization or other industries for technology development.
As the wireless network and automobile are designed and produced according to
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domestic and global standards, standardization is a necessary activity for improving
product quality. In the Japanese wireless communication industry, Galapagos
syndrome resulted from the failure to expand Japanese-invented technologies to the
world. Thus, the Japanese wireless communication industry establishes an
association to seek a solution to incorporate the original technology into a similar
global standard. The Japanese automotive industry also has the similar way to fight
eight U.S. and German automakers in the fast charging standard war. Additionally,
diversification of the wireless technology makes it difficult for ITU to manage all
standardization9 . It suggests that the Japanese wireless companies would participate
in various standardization forums that are out of a framework of ITU that formalizes
a decision-making process. In that environment, both industries have the same
problem for global standardization. Japanese companies are unlikely to be familiar
with discussing standardization in global meetings due to the Japanese culture and
language. They have a challenge to send their association workers who are able to
argue with other nations equally on standardization meetings4. As for a technical
problem, collaboration with other industries is necessary to improve the unfamiliar
technology. The automakers and wireless communication companies depend on the
electronics companies which have the battery technology.
Because the LTE technology is expected to be used for other products, the
collaborative approach will become more popular. According to the interviewers
who work in the wireless communication industry, the Japanese wireless
communication industry has begun R&D for automobile usage of wireless devices
with Japanese automakers. The wireless communication company will need to raise
workers, who have knowledge both the wireless communication technology and
another industrial technology, for various quality practices to improve quality of a
new product.
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Difference
Japanese wireless communication companies and automakers have
dedicated to improvement of their product quality; however, not all their quality
practice is same. This is surely because their product characteristics are completely
different. In terms of production, the wireless communication industry has no strong
sense of expanding quality management. Many wireless communication companies
do not have the will to obtain TL9000, and their organizational structure for
improving quality lags far behind that of the automakers. This phenomenon would
be related with an awareness of safety. For automotive industry, safety is one of the
most important product qualities. Automakers have an obligation to make safety
cars, and many car owners want to buy such cars. They invest R&D to introduce new
technologies for safety to automobile and established the safety standard, 1S026262.
Such actions are not popular in the Japanese wireless communication industry now.
A difference on quality assessments for products also appears in my
research. Both industry need to evaluate how much they could improve quality of their
products before they put their products on the market. As one of tools to do so, subjective and
objective judgments are used, quantitatively showing quality of products. However, customer
feeling for quality of the wireless communication network can be subjectively and
objectively assessed; it is difficult to assess all drive feeling/ride comfort for drivers
and passengers". In order to develop the wireless communication network,
Japanese wireless communication companies have popularly made use of Quality of
Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE), both of which are standardized in ITU.
QoS is used to evaluate the wireless network performance; QoE shows the degree of
quality that customers actually feel by using telephone or multimedia. Under the
global standard, quality of the wireless network can be quantitatively assessed in
two methods. On the other hand, because drivers and passengers have different
vibration sensitivities, preferences, and somatic features, it is difficult to objectively
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quantitate quality of dive feeling/ride comfort 44. In the Nissan website 45, Nissan
tries to quantitate car performance as far as possible, but
non-objectively-quantitated specifications need to depend on the subjective
judgment. Test drivers take the subjective judgment for ride comfort. While two
third of specification can be assessed in the subjective judgment, the rest cannot.
Such specification is judged by only feelings of the test drivers. Therefore, the
wireless network can be comprehensively assessed to assure its quality.
In summary, quality for the Japanese wireless communication industry
refers to specification of the wireless communication network, for which the wireless
communication companies devote themselves to improve the wireless network
system and participate in globalization meetings. In the same time, they also need to
refine the mobile phone technology to satisfy customer needs. For Japanese wireless
communication industry and automotive industry, globalization for Japan-invented
technologies and collaboration with other industries are a common challenge. These
activities are inevitable to complete rivals in the competitive markets. On the other
hand, the wireless communication industry does not take into account safety and
production management for product quality as compared with the automotive
industry. It would be a good time for the wireless communication companies to
ponder such issues in anticipation of utilization of the high-speed wireless
communication technology in various markets.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion & Recommendations
This final chapter will conclude the findings discussed in previous chapters
and provide recommendations for the Japanese wireless communication industry.
8.1 Conclusion
The LTE and 4G technologies have superior specification to previous
technologies. These technologies have the potential for the Japanese wireless
communication companies to create new businesses and markets in collaboration
with other industries. The interviews suggested that it is sure that the high-speed
technologies will be incorporated into various products, making our life more
convenient. However, the Japanese wireless communication industry has a problem.
NTT DOCOMO predicts that the wireless communication companies will have to
cope with 12 times as much traffic data in 2015 as in 2011. Therefore, whether the
wireless communication companies can manage structural changes in business and
the network environment would lead to their success in an age of the high-speed
wireless technology. In this environment, they are required to improve their quality
practices to come up with such changes.
While the Japanese wireless communication companies make efforts to
expand LTE services, they also weight on stability in the wireless communication
network, pursuing that the wireless network works 24/7 at the high-speed without
any network failure. Their strategy is to set up base stations and develop packet
switches. Indeed, they have taken up this strategy to prevent the 3G mobile network
from being congested and rapidly expand LTE services.
On the other hand, in the Japanese wireless communication industry,
awareness of quality management for production and safety for products lags far
behind that of the Japanese automotive industry. For utilization of the high-speed
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wireless technology in various products, what the wireless communication industry
are required is to know examples of the quality management and safety approaches
the automotive industry performs.
Standardization of quality assessments is a valuable asset for the wireless
communication industry to improve quality of the wireless network. To fairly
evaluate car performance for customers, the automobile industry also should learn
the standardization from the wireless communication industry. Meanwhile, NTT
DOCOMO has taken a lead in standardization in the structure of ITU. In fact, it has
developed and proposed the LTE technology in 3GPP meetings. However, when seen
outside of the ITU structure, the Japanese wireless communication industry does not
have skilled person who can argue in global meeting although the companies have
advanced technologies in the world. This is why Galapagos syndrome has brought
about in the Japanese mobile phone market. Similarly, the Japanese automotive
industry has to fight against other countries about standardization for the fast
charging stand even though CHAdeMO has been the leading technology with the fast
charging system. Thus, it is not just their problems, but the entire Japanese industry
should consider effective measures to overcome them.
8.2 Recommendation
This section deals with my recommendation for quality practices for the
Japanese wireless communication industry. As mentioned in previous section, the
high-speed wireless technology will change the business environment. The wireless
communication companies thus should alter their awareness of product quality in
order to build relationship with other industries to expand their state-of-art
technology.
The most important challenge is to grow quality specialists who can deal
with quality issues, including safety and production for the wireless technology and
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other industrial technologies. Centering mainly on them, the wireless
communication company should strengthen its quality practices. It is recommended
that they aim obtaining TL9000. As its scope is to improve, product quality, customer
satisfaction, and cycle time, as well as report quality of hardware, software, and
service in a standardized way4 6, it is necessary to tackle to acquire TL9000
throughout a company. A leader in quality specialists in a company thus should lead
workers in different departments to become involved in TL9000. According to an
interviewer who worked in the automotive industry, it is indispensable to join all
employees in quality management to improve and keep quality of the entire
production cycle, from production to supply chain to sales. In the same time, the
quality specialists should prepare for accepting other industrial standards to
manufacture new products or offer new services in cooperation with the other
industrial company. As mentioned in previous chapter, one wireless communication
company was asked to take ISO/TS16949 from an automotive company to install
wireless devices into cars.
I believe in my experience that this recommendation is based on education
to employees. Like Japanese automakers, the wireless communication companies
need to construct the education system for quality practices. There are two reasons.
Firstly, it takes much time to nurture quality specialists who need to obtain other
industrial knowledge too. Another reason is that it is difficult to permeate quality
management throughout a company without constructively educating the workers
because quality management is made by workers, but not machines. Though the
education system, the company should instill importance of quality management. In
terms of necessity of education, standardization is also the same. Through
cooperation with various companies in the Japanese wireless industry, they should
grow specialists who argue in global meetings to their advantage.
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Finally, it is recommended that quality practices be used for sustainability as
an ecological entity. Sustainability is not customer's needs, but it is for all people in
the world. As many Japanese are currently becoming conscious about environment,
sustainability would add values to product quality if the wireless communication
industry contributes to environment in two ways: quality management and
technology development. Former is that, by introducing the quality management
system like TL9000, the wireless communication companies can improve efficiency
of their business. For example, TL9000' consecutive quality improvement activity
enables certificated companies to improve supply chain management and decrease a
product rejection rate". Such results reduce unnecessary carbon dioxide by
eliminating wastes of production, distribution, and other energy consumptions. The
latter is that the wireless communication should develop environmentally-friendly
technology to reduce emission of carbon dioxide and use of natural resource. The
environment problem regarding automobile has a large impact on us because
automobile is familiar with us in an ordinary life, consuming fossil fuels and emitting
greenhouse gasses and harmful chemicals. On the surface, the wireless
communication industry seems not to influence environment and natural resources
not only because wireless devices are small, but also people have few opportunities
to see communication infrastructure. Nonetheless, a total amount of electricity used
in Japan for a mobile phone is huge, and the increase in the number of base stations
raises electricity use. Lithium, one of rare earth minerals, is also used to make a
mobile phone battery. Additionally, advanced electric power saving technology will
help lengthen battery take and stand-by time for mobile phones. Therefore, like the
automobile industry, it is important issue for the wireless communication industry to
address sustainability for environment. Furthermore, both wireless communication
and automobile industries must take into consideration sustainability for natural
disasters. Communication infrastructure should keep "definition of quality", which is
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important for recovery efforts and information exchanges in affected areas. Japan is
well-known for earthquakes. According to Earthquake Research Institute, The
University of Tokyo47 , Tokyo is predicted to hit a magnitude-7 earthquake with the
possibility of 70% within 30 years. The wireless communication industry should
create communication infrastructure to resist such server disasters.
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Appendix I - Interview Responses: Wireless communication Industry
Interviewer1
1. What is your role in your company?
I manage M2M, Machine to Machine, business. M2M is that a machine
communicates another machine with the wireless technology.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the telecom
industry?
For our company, wireless area coverage and quality of wireless network are
the most important qualities. There is no quality and production
management system that our company and other companies originally apply.
This is why the wireless communication works on machines, that is, humans
are not involved in the wireless network.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
company?
There is no problem regarding sound/speech quality after introducing 3G in
the market because the 3G technology enabled sound data to be decoded in
an effective manner. Our company is now required to cope with a large
amount of data communication.
4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
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These kinds of things are out of my fields. Software vendors use such
methods.
5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
These kinds of things are out of my fields. However, our company utilizes QC
circle to improve various aspects of our business. Our R&D team won the
Deming prize a few years ago for our engineering method, but utilization of
such a method is not active.
6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
When we have to deal with other industries, we have an obligation to
comply with the rule of these industries. When our company contract with
automobile parts company, we were required to follow their quality
management.
The telecom industry is different with the auto industry in terms of
managing quality of product and service. There was no worker who has a
responsibility for customer's quality in our company until recently. Although
some workers now manage quality of some customers, there is still no
worker dealing with quality in the customers as their quality requirements
are not strict.
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7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
Like the automobile industry, our engineers visit suppliers, which shipped
the defects to our company, to check quality management.
8. What kind of quality do you think that the telecom industry should pursue
from now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering and management
sides of views
I think that resilience is an important word. The smart phone has caused
network failures because telecomm operators cannot control mobile phone
OSs like android. We have to improve the network system, especially the IP
network level.
If a wireless device is installed in durable products, its durability must be as
same as these products. In addition, technology diversification of mobile
phones requires us to improve higher production quality than we used to
pursue.
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that TL9000 is
necessary? Why?
Our company has an important role in ITU. There are many cases that our
technologies became global standards. Our R&D invents new technologies
and then brings them to ITU to discuss new global standards. Instead,
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TL9000 is not popular. We and our suppliers do not have a plan to obtain
TL9000 right now.
10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between telecom and auto
industries in years to come as a business partner?
I predict that a wireless device will be equipped in an automobile. The
wireless technology is necessary to collecting traffic conditions and
measuring gas emission. In order to meet quality requirement from the auto
industry, I think that we must take into consideration quality management
and approach.
Interviwer2
1. What is your role in your company?
I am a section chief in the Service Delivery and Operations division, having
responsibility for controlling all works in the section.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the telecom
industry?
As for quality, our priority is to provide customers a high-quality service. We
have to ensure availability, accessibility, and etc. to keep quality of the
communication network anytime they satisfy.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
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company?
Our customers, the telecommunication operators, require us to provide
sound/speech quality and access time to, for example, Google. Thus, we
need to take into consideration network congestion.
The customers also ask us to show information about specification of the
wireless devise. It is a requirement of service quality from them. In addition
to that, we need to do recovery works as soon as possible when the network
failure or something happens.
4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
We offer training courses to our employees. Professionals come to our office,
and the employees are able to study the Six Sigma, Apollo Method, human
error or so forth. We also have workshop, but it is not active now. Many
employees also study by themselves.
5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
Our branch offices are located all over the world. Each office has different
methods, depending on their regional characteristics.
6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
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It is the same answer as question 4.
7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
We teach work procedure to the suppliers, which is conducted by the
sourcing division.
8. What kind of quality do you think that the telecom industry should pursue
from now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering and management
sides of views
We must improve service quality to our customers, providing prominent
solutions which enable something they want to realize. I call it "service
delivery quality". Namely, it is necessary for us to expand an area of a
customer service.
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that TL9000 is
necessary? Why?
It is natural that a company learn global standards as the philosophy of
management can been learn by obtaining global standards like ISO. In order
to be talent manager, I believe that such skills must be necessary. In Japan
TL9000 is still not major right now, I think that it will be a necessary quality
management tool. I think we should apply Japanese quality management to
TL9000 or other quality management.
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10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between wireless
communication and auto industries in years to come as a business partner?
All the industry must consider company's profit and happiness for end-users
when it provides products or services. Therefore, we have to take a step to
discuss where we will be able to find win-win business. It is safe to say that
we need to break a wall between industries to make intimate
communication.
Interviewer 3
1. What is your role in your company?
I am an engineer for the wireless communication network, dealing with base
stations and software.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the wireless
communication industry?
Our customers require us to keep quality of software and hardware.
Especially, their requirements to software are higher. We need to eliminate
bugs in software. When a problem happens, we need to answer reason why
it happened before due date.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
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company?
" Software with no bug
" Unbreakable hardware
" Speed to response questions from our customers
4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
I do not know about it.
5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
We do not use original methods in my office. QoS is used, but QoE is not
because it is not necessary for our job.
6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
As far as I know, nothing.
7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
We have technical seminars for our suppliers. They can learn our company's
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management tools for the networks and basic knowledge on the
telecommunication technology.
8. What kind of quality do you think that the wireless communication industry
should pursue from now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering
and management sides of views
I think that we need to improve operability because we are required to solve
network problems as soon as possible. Then, we also need to continue on
improvement of communication quality
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that TL9000 is
necessary? Why?
Global standards are important because communication networks are
connected each other over the world.
10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between wireless
communication and auto industries in years to come as a business partner?
I believe that the wireless technology will be used in the automobile
industry. Actually, in some automobile systems, the wireless technology is
used empirically.
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Appendix 11- Interview Responses: Wireless communication Industry
Interviewer 1
1. What is your role in your company?
I was responsible for overseas sales two years.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the auto industry?
Quality was to prevent defects in production processes. Our company should
satisfy customers' requirements.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
company?
One customer sent a handbook about quality requirement. Based on the
requirement, our company must have managed production process and
quality methods. If inadequate management was pointed out in a periodic
audit held by the customer, we must have reported proposed measures to it
within two weeks.
4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
We sent our employees to the seminar our customers hold several times a
year. We also provided them distance learning about Toyota Production
System. Our quality control division offered quality education to all
employees who worked in less than three years in our company.
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5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
We did not fully introduce TPS and TQC. Instead, we have the QC circle and
utilized some methods such as the "Kaizen", Poka-yoke, and Seven Basic
Tools of Quality.
6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
As I mentioned in question 4, our customers hold seminars regarding quality
and production management for their suppliers. Once a month, they also
hold a meeting to show us the monthly production planning and current
product and sales trends in detail.
7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
Yes, we did. Our suppliers which had lower scores on product quality came
to our factory to learn quality methods approaches, led by two divisions,
quality control and purchase.
8. What kind of quality do you think that the auto industry should pursue from
now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering and management sides
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of views
The Japanese automobile industry has difficult time because it has to
compete with Chinese firms which have an advantage on production costs.
In our company, we must keep as the same quality with a competitive price
as we used to do. Therefore, we need to come up with strategies to enhance
efficiency. It is demanding, but it is inevitable to run the company.
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that ISO/TS 16949
is necessary? Why?
TS16949 is necessary because it is a kind of status. We can manage
global-standard-level quality.
10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between wireless communication
and auto industries in years to come as a business partner?
My answer is not related with question. I think that quality of the
communication network it not enough. While I participated in
teleconference with overseas companies in two different countries, quality
was too bad. It was difficult for us to communicate each other. I hope that
the quality improves as soon as possible. With high quality networks, we will
be able to hold international meeting conveniently and smoothly.
Interviewer 2
1. What is your role in your company?
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I am an executive officer in an automobile parts company.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the auto industry?
Quality should be created in a production process. In the automobile
industry, the quality system is, today, based on requirements of TS16949
where it is necessary to do a continuous quality improvement activity in
order to continuously provide products that customers satisfy.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
company?
All customers require us to follow requirements of TS16949. Without this
certificate, it is impossible to obtain a new job from Japanese automakers
and top-tier suppliers. For customers, the auto industry must take into
account safety, gas mileage, and environmental performance.
4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
We offer our employees training programs to study SQC, TQC, TS16949 and
Seven Basic Tools of Quality.
5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
We utilize SQC, Seven Basic Tools of Quality and other statistical methods.
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6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
In the past, our customers held the seminar and workshop about quality.
Thus, we participated in such events. Now, we send our employees to the
seminar and workshop held by professionals
7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
We held the supplier meeting in which we work through the quality issue
with our suppliers to improve quality management.
8. What kind of quality do you think that the auto industry should pursue from
now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering and management sides
of views.
It is necessary to realize quality which is more than cost performance.
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that ISO/TS 16949
is necessary? Why?
Obtaining TS16949 is threshold. Based on its requirements, auto
manufacturers should build up original quality criteria while improving the
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quality technique and quality assurance system.
10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between wireless communication
and auto industries in years to come as a business partner?
It is important to realize the safety drive, real time information sharing, and
support system to guide the best route for drivers with the high-speed
wireless technology.
Interviewer 3
1. What is your role in your company?
I am a mechanic in an automaker.
2. For you or your company, what is definition of quality in the auto industry?
We have to satisfy customer, delivering a new car on time, fixing customer's
cars by fixed date, providing aftercares. For mechanics, it is necessary to
perfectly fix broken parts and detect wrong parts when a car is brought for
periodical inspection.
3. What is quality requirement from your customers (or users) or within your
company?
Customers require us to prepare for new cars and fix broken cars on time.
For mechanics, it is necessary to finish maintenance
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4. How does your company learn quality engineering and management?
We have the education system, learning about mechanical system for cars.
In our company, there are certificate examinations. We also studied motor
and electrics for hybrid cars.
5. Has your company already used or intended to utilize quality methods such
as SQC, Taguchi method, Six Sigma and etc.?
No, but I utilized what I learned in education from our company.
6. Do your customers or affiliate companies have education systems to your
company (e.g. the seminar, lecture or private tutor). If so, how often and
how do they educate your companies to improve quality of service, project,
product, supply chain and production management?
I went to the head office to study mechanical engineering for automobile.
7. Does your company educate your suppliers about the same things as the
previous question? If so, how do you do?
No
8. What kind of quality do you think that the auto industry should pursue from
now on? If possible, please tell me both engineering and management sides
of views.
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Modularization and cost reduction of parts causes the increase in the car
repair. In addition, electronics parts are expensive than mechanical parts.
They should improve quality of such parts.
9. What do you think about global standards? Do you think that ISO/TS 16949
is necessary? Why?
The global standards are important. We can easily maintain car because
various parts and tools are standardized. It is for high-quality service and for
cost reduction
10. The high-speed wireless technology is promising in the market all over the
world. What do you think of a relationship between wireless communication
and auto industries in years to come as a business partner?
If high-speed wireless technology is used in cars, I think that it is more useful
for customers. However, my concern is that mechanics will be required to
have more broad knowledge than now.
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